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Hand Motion Detection and Tracking
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ABSTRACT

Human body motion is a non-verbal part for interaction or movement that can be used to involves

real world and virtual world. In this paper, we explain a study on natural user interface (NUI) in human

hand motion recognition using RGB color information and depth information by Kinect camera from

Microsoft Corporation. To achieve the goal, hand tracking and gesture recognition have no major depend-

encies of the work environment, lighting or users’ skin color, libraries of particular use for natural inter-

action and Kinect device, which serves to provide RGB images of the environment and the depth map

of the scene were used. An improved Camshift tracking algorithm is used to tracking hand motion,

the experimental results show out it has better performance than Camshift algorithm, and it has higher

stability and accuracy as well.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of NUI.

1. INTRODUCTION

The history of interaction and interface design

is a flow and step from complex interaction to sim-

ple interaction between human and computer [1].

The word natural interaction came from Natural

User Interface (NUI) that use human body inter-

action and voice interaction, verbal and non-verbal

communication, becoming a one of Human-

Computer Interaction (HCI) area. It is an evolution

from Graphical User Interface (GUI). GUI is the

translation from command to graphic for easier

purpose for users.

Before GUI era, Command Line Interface (CLI)

was the starting computer interaction generation

which just used codified and very strict command.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of NUI.

NUI [2-4] is a human computer interaction

which targeting on some of human abilities such

as body movement, touch, motion, voice, vision and

using cognitive functions to interact with computer

or machine. This paper focuses on NUI for human

hand motion recognition using Kinect.

For information, many interfaces already devel-

oped to improve this area such as Kinect, EyeToy,

and Microsoft Surface, 3D Immersive Touch,

Dragon Naturally Speaking and Perceptive Pixel.
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Fig. 2. The Kinect device by Microsoft with the

Kinect or Camera Reference Frame. The z-

axis is pointing out of the camera(cour-

tesy of Microsoft).

Today, Kinect is one of the most popular devices

used in games in NUI. Kinect is used with Xbox

360 console and play with body movement.

According to Microsoft's page, Kinect is designed

for a revolutionary new way to play with no con-

troller required. Kinect already proved concepts of

“you are the controller”[5].

In this paper, we use open natural interaction

(OpenNI) for Kinect, it is possible to use Kinect

under Windows OS with all libraries needed for

data processing. Both of the libraries are open

source and can be used in our testing and

implementations. Depth

Image data based on the depth information from

Kinect can be measure to get distance from camera

to object and ban be manipulate to various things

like hand motion detection, motion tracking and so on.

2. RECEIVING DEPTH INFORMATION

USING KINECT

Kinect is a new game controller technology in-

troduced by Microsoft in November 2010. Since its

launch date it was evident that Microsoft’s device

is transforming not only computer gaming but also

many other applications like robotics and virtual

reality, thanks to its ability to track movements

and voices, and even identify faces, all without the

need for any additional devices [6].

Kinect (Fig. 2) interprets 3D scenes from a con-

tinuously projected infrared structure. It has a

webcam–like structure and allows users to control

and interact with a virtual world through a natural

user inter-face, using gestures, spoken commands

or presented objects and images. The device in-

cludes a RGB color camera, a depth sensor and a

multi-array microphone. It provides full-body 3D

motion capture, facial and gesture recognition. The

depth sensor consists of an infrared laser projector

combined with a monochrome CMOS sensor, and

allows the Kinect sensor to process 3D scenes in

any ambient light condition. The depth sensor

technology was developed by Israeli Prime Sense.

It interprets 3D scene information from a con-

tinuously-projected infrared structured light. A

variant of image-based 3D reconstruction was

used to recover the depth of the observed points

in the 3D scene.

The approach proposed in this paper is different.

We want to use the Kinect technology not to build

a digital map of the environment but as an inherent

component of the haptic display itself. In particular,

we want to use the Kinect sensor to identify the

position of the avatar in the virtual environment.

In other words, we are not focused on the object

but on the organ involved in the touch experience:

the human hand.

Kinect has been developed for Xbox 360; how-

ever, independent developers also offer solutions

for using Kinect separate from the game console

and for the most common operating systems.

Using the CLNUI Platform or the OpenNI Platform

(by Prime Sense), it is possible to use Kinect under

Windows OS with all libraries needed for data

processing. In this paper, we used the CLNUI

Platform which has a simple set of functions to re-

trieve data from the device (depth raw data, color

depth data, color RGB data) and to control the mo-

tor of Kinect.

The most relevant data to this study are taken

from Kinect’s depth sensor. These are 11 bit values

and represent the raw value draw of the depth of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Test Depth Image: (a) Color Image, (b)

Depth Image.

a point p of the 3D scene. According to the calibra-

tion procedure developed in [7,8], one gets

∗ tan  (1)

Where   ×      ,

and d is the Kinect camera depth of p expressed

in m. This tangential approximation has a sum of

squared difference of 0.33cm2 for the calibration

data. Once the depth has been obtained using the

calibration function above, we can recover the

complete coordinate vector for point p in the Kinect

camera frame. Let (i, j) be the coordinates (pixels)

of the projection of point p onto the Kinect camera

frame (Fig. 1). Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of

the 3D point p in the camera frame expressed in

m.

In reference [9], the authors proposed the fol-

lowing equations to compute vector (x, y, z) from

projection (i, j) and depth d for point p,

    
(2)

    
(3)

   (4)

         and
  

In

reference [9], the authors found that the accuracy

for point p reconstruction from the Kinect depth

camera is lower than 1cm. For more details on the

accuracy of measurements that one can get with

this sensor we refer the reader to the Kinect node

of the ROS project at MIT.

Read the Kinect depth map and build a grayscale

image of the 3Dscene. For each point with image

projection (i, j) the 11bits depth variable read from

the Kinect sensor is converted in an 8bits depth

variable. In Fig. 3 an example of the depth image

is reported.

3. HAND MOTION TRACKING

3.1 Preprocessing

To prepare the data for our processing, some ba-

sic pre-processing is needed. In the depth image

taken by the Kinect, all the points that the sensor

is not able to measure depth are offset to 0 in the

output array. We regard it as a kind of noise. To

avoid its interference, we want to recover its true

depth value. We suppose that the space is con-

tinuous, and the missing point is more likely to

have a similar depth value to its neighbors. With

this assumption, we regard all the 0 pixels as va-

cant and need to be filled. We use the nearest

neighbor interpolation algorithm to fill these pixels

and get a depth array that has meaningful values

in all the pixels. Then we use median filter with

a 4×4 window on the depth array to make the data

smooth.

3.2 Human Motion Detection and Tracking by

Kinect

Camshift tracking algorithm based on color per-

forms well in solving the bottom problems of com-

puter vision. Due to its robust and real-time qual-

ity, Camshift has become a basic tracking method
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Fig. 4. Camshift Algorithm Flowchart.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Depth Segmentation: (a) Original Image,

(b) Depth Image, (c) Human Segmentation.

which can adapt to the continuous variation of the

shape and size of the target, compute fast and has

strong anti-jamming capability, guaranteeing the

stability and real-time of the system. Camshift al-

gorithm is a dynamic change in the distribution of

the density function of the gradient estimate of

non-parametric methods. The course of algorithm

is as follows [10]:

1. Choose an initial search window W1;

2. Run the Mean-shift algorithm;

3. Resize the search window according to the

result of Step (2), and get a new window W2;

4. Use W2 as the initial search window for the

next video frame and repeat the algorithm.

The flowchart is displayed as below.

Though Camshift algorithm is simple and effi-

cient, it still has a lot of shortcomings, e.g.

semi-automatic initialization, low tracking accu-

racy and notable color markers. Thus, further im-

provement is needed. Present Camshift algorithm

only uses the 2D information, and cannot segment

the human movement from background accurately,

making the accuracy and stability of the tracking

result decline. If depth information can be used,

many problems will be solved for most moving ob-

jects and background are separated in real scene.

Because the Camshift algorithm is based on col-

or images, tracking error will easily occur when

there is similar color in background. Considering

the object is usually separated from the surround-

ing environment in depth, and has fixed moving

range, so threshold segmentation in depth map can

accurately distinguish the player from the back-

ground.

Depth segmentation is shown in Fig. 5: Fig. 5

(a) and Fig. 5 (b) are corresponding color image

and input depth map. We can find that depth con-

centrate on three ranges: [60,95] for human hand

area; [95,120] for the human body, it is a little fur-

ther from the Kinect than hand; most depth map

distributes in [120,255], standing for the back-

ground which contains a number of irrelevant in-

formation, as it is the furthest things from the

Kinect. Fig. 5 (c) is the human image after depth

threshold segmentation, and in the picture it can

easily find background is separated. It is noticeable

that making use of depth map can quickly and

easily remove the interference from background,

and is convenient for the following color tracking.

Existing Camshift methods are generally ini-

tialized by artificially calibration, or searching
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 7. Comparing experiments: (a), (e) Original

Image, (b), (f) Depth Image, (c), (g) Results

of improved Proposed Tracking Method,

(d), (h) Results of Original Camshift

Algorithm.

through the full image with the color model which

is stored in the system in advance. But this will

bring the problem that the system cannot control

where the search window will converge to as there

are multiple similar targets to track.

As the Fig. 6, we get another group of pictures.

Comparing Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 5 (a), we can easily

find that when the hands are raised forward, the

depth of the hands is significantly smaller, because

of the distance from hands to Kinect being nearer.

So this paper takes this as the initial sign. It is

also accessible to get XOY position of the hands

from the depth map, as Fig. 6(c), and take this as

the initial searching window in color image, as Fig.

6 (d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Initialization Based on Depth Map: (a)

Original Image, (b) Depth Image, (c) Hand

Area Extraction, (d) Results of Tracking.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The hand tracking system is running on the

hardware environment of Intel(R) Core(TM) 2

(2.93GHz), a Kinect camera, and the software envi-

ronment of Windows 7 and Visual Studio 2008 us-

ing OpenNI.

In our experiments, we tested the improved

Camshift algorithm and original Camshift tracking

method respectively on the computer. Fig. 7 and

table.1 show out the results. The system process

speed is 30 fps. In the Fig. 7, (a) and (e) are original

images, (b) and (f) are depth images, (c) and (g)

are the results of improved tracking method we

proposed, (d) and (h) are results of original

Camshift algorithm. The interval is 25 frames in

our test.

From this examination, it is proved that the

method we proposed in this paper can exactly track

movement of human hands in real time. We can

easily find out, the tracking circle using our method
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is smaller than using Camshift and the location of

hand movement is more accuracy. The ex-

perimental results show out it has better perform-

ance than Camshift algorithm, and it has higher

stability and accuracy as well.

Table 1. Experimental Results of Proposed Algorithm

Original Camshift Improved Camshift

Corr. Rate 96.7% 99.1%

Miss Rate 5.5% 2.3%

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a series of methods

to implement human hand detection and hand mo-

tion tracking by using Kinect, which is one of the

successful device and algorithm in natural inter-

action that can detect motion of human body.

Utilization of depth image data will reduce compu-

tational cost because we actually eliminate one step

of removing background from object. Thus, the

object we concerned can be used directly from the

depth information, this also save a lot of processing

time. The experimental results show that our

methods can track the hand point and recognize

dynamic gesture effectively, Nowadays, natural

interactions becoming more interesting area and

have a bright future to bring our world to the big-

gest steps in an interaction with virtual

environment. In our future work, we plan to devel-

op hand tracking algorithm and continue the re-

search on dynamic gesture recognition.
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